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$1. INTRODUCTIOS 
LET G denote one of the stable groups o’, SO, or Spin. 
Let A~~” be a manifold of (real) dimension fr with a G-structure. The stable tangent 
bundle of ic/ is then classified by a mapping (unique up to homotopy) of /cI into the classi- 
fying space BG. Such a mapping induces a homomorphism H”(BG, Q) --* H”(M, Q), and 
composing with the evaluation on the fundamental homology class of ICI defines a homo- 
morphism 
r (it!) : H”( BG. Q) -+ Q. 
Letting nq denote the G-cobordism ring, the correspondence Al + s(:lI) defines a 
homomorphism 
r:0; -+ Hom(H”(BG, Q), Q) = If,,(BG, Q). 
Using the normal bundle rather than the tangent bundle defines a homomorphism 
~:0:-+ H,,(BG, Q), and there is an automorphism cp of H,(BG, Q) = @ HJBG, Q) such 
n 
that v = cp o T. The homomorphism Y is obtainable as the composition 
h 
nz = lim 7t n +,,,,,,(+~G(rrr)) + lim H,,+,~(,,,,(i~~G(m), Z) 
11, - % ,,I - n 
H,,(BG, Q) : N (K) ,I > 
where b/G(m) is the Thorn space of G(m); /c(m) = 2 WI, ttt, or m as G = U, SO, or Spin ; 
lr is the Hurewicz homomorphism; (b is the Thorn isomorphism; and D is the coefficient 
homomorphism. By stability and the Serre theorem [7], 11 is an isomorphism modulo the 
class of finite groups, and hence T defines an isomorphism 
Rt/Torsion -+ T@ c /-I,,( BG, Q). 
and ~i2f is a free group of maximal rank in H,(BG, Q). 
It is well-known (see Milnor [j]) that H”(BU, Z) is the polynomial ring over Z on the 
universal Chern classes ci (dim ci = 29 and that H*(BU, Q) is the rational polynomial 
algebra on these classes. For G = SO or Spin, H*(BG, Q) is the rational polynomial alge- 
bra on the universal Pontrjagin classes Ii (dim /ci = 4;). The classes i/i are integral (i.e. 
come from H*(BG, Z)). 
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Let Hz c H*(BG, 0) be the integral polynomial subring generated by the classes ci 
or /:i respectively. (Note: If G # Spin, this is the image of H”(BG, Z) under the coefficient 
homomorphism). Let H,f c H,(BG, Q) denote the integral dual of H,J, i.e. 
Since H;;’ is contained in the image of H”(BG, Z), s(M”)(r) = r[M] E Z for all M”, 
“1 E H;, and hence TQ~ c Hz. H,” is a free group of maximal rank in H,(BG, Q) and r!Az 
c H,” is a subgroup of finite index. This subgroup can be given by congruences among the 
Chern or Pontrjapin numbers (see [3]). 
Since one has for each manifold I\/ with a G-structure a stable vector bundle r, it is 
reasonable to consider techniques from K theory (see [ 1,4]). 
Let X be a finite CW-complex, and let K(X) be the Grothendieck group of complex 
vector bundles over X. If < is an n-dimensional complex vector-bundle over X, it is standard 
to form the element j.,(t) = f E.‘(<)t’ E K(X)[[t]], where A’(5) denotes the i-th exterior 
power of c. One then defines elements v’(S) E K(X) by 1;,(c) = fyi(<)~’ = j.l,(l _t,(<). By the 
action of exterior powers on Whitney sums, one has y,(< @‘+,) = y,(t) @ Y,(H), and the 
operations yi may be extended to all of K(X) by this formula. 
z 
If the total Chern class c(t) = 1 + cc,(Q E H”“(S, Q) (the direct product of the 
1 ” 
cohomology groups of X) is espressed formally as fl (1 + _yj) with dim xi - 2, one defines 
the Chern character of 5 by ch(t) = $ 8’. It is :mmcdiate that ch(y’(5 - n)) is then the 
i-th elementary symmetric function in the variables erj - 1. 
Then in H**(BL’, Q) one writes the Chern classes formally as the elementary symmetric 
functions in variables xj (dim sj = 2) and defines classes ci (i = 1, 2, . ..) to be the i-th 
elementary symmetric functions of the variables e”j - 1. One also defines a universal 
Todd class T by T = n 
For the cases G = SO or Spin, one has real vector bundles. Let KO(X) denote the 
Grothendieck group of real vector bundles over X. One may define operations ‘ii in the 
same manner as for complex bundles. 
If 5 is a real vector bundle of dimension II, the Pontrjagin classes of 5 are defined by 
E(- l)i,//i(<) = c(<~), where 5, is the complexification of <. If one writes the total Pontr- 
jagin class formally as n( 1 + A-:), d’ im sj = 2, the total Chern class of the complexification 
L 
of i is fi( I + xj)( 1 - sj). One defines the Pontrjagin character of 5, ph(<), to be the Chern 
1 
character of the complexification of 5. It is then immediate that the i-th elementary 
symmetric function in the variables e” + e -“I - 2 is a polynomial in the ph(y’(< - n)). 
Then in H**(BG, Q), C = SO or Spin, one writes the Pontrjagin classes formally as 
symmetric functions in variables .x$ (dim xi = 2) and defines classes ei(i = 1, 2, . ..) to be 
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the i-th elementary symmetric functions of the variables e”’ + e-“ - 2. One also defines a 
universal A class by 2 = n 
Now for G = L’. SO, or Spin, kt Sy’* c H*“(BG, Q) be the subring consisting of formal 
power series over Z in the elements e,. Let S,**.T (S,**.;i) denote the group of multiples 
ofelements of Sz* by T(or .$). Let .S$ c H,(BG, Q) (H,(BG, Q) is the dual of H**(BG, (2)) 
denote the integral dual of Sz” .T (or St*. ii). Let Rf denote the set of elements belonging 
to both H,(BG, Q) and S$, and Bz = @“BP. Clearly B: is the set of elements s E H,(BG, Q) 
such that (;O”(.K) E Z, for all Y E SE”. 7 (or S,**. a), where (x)” is the component of a in 
H”(BG, Q). 
The integrality condition of the Riemann-Rcch theorem (see [2,4]) gives that for any 
almost complex manifold M and for any < E K(M), the value of the top dimensional com- 
ponent of (ch(<). T(r)) on the fundamental homology class of M is integral. Thus T @ c By. 
Similarly, for any Spin manifold M and for any < E KO(M), the value of the top 
dimensional component of (ph(<). a(,)) on the fundamental homology class of M is 
integral. Thus T Ozili” c Bzpi”. (Note: If the dimension of M is congruent to 4 module 8, 
the value (ph(r)A(r))[M] is always even, so T 0 Fkik'q c 2B$‘;“,). 
If M is an oriented manifold, there exists an integer k such that 2k.M is SO-cobordant 
to a Spin manifold. (To see this, note that therz is a fibration BSpin -+ BSO -+ K(Z2, 2); 
apply the Serre theorem to get H,(BSpin) z H,(BSO) mcdulo the class V;12 of 2-primary 
groups; lift the map to &/Spin + MS0 and apply the Thorn isomorphism to get H,(MSpin) 
2 H,(MSO) module X2; apply the Serre theorem again to get fip’” = n,(,\fSpin) ? 
~:,(IMso) = nS*O mod %‘?). T~LIS for all I E .Sgi = S::,,, 2”(:.il^)[M] EZ or (z.ri)[M] 
EZ[+]. Thus Tfl;' c @"@Z[&]. 
The object of this paper is to prove the conjectures of Atiyah and Hirzebruch [3] (with 
incomplete results in the Spin case) concernin g the relations among Chern and Pontrjagin 
numbers. The results obtained are: 
THEOREM 1. The Riemattn- Roth Theorem, (2. T)“[M “1 E Z for all z E S:*,gices all rria- 
tions among the Cher~t trtmbers ofn-dimensional almost cotnp/e.y manifolds (i.e. TRY = Bf). 
THEOREM 2. The Riemantt-Roth Theorem, (1. ii)“[M”] E Z for ali z E S$~. gires all 
relations among rhe Pontrjagill turmbers module pk (p at1 odd prime and k any integer) of 
n-dimensional Spin manifolds (i.e. BSy,in, TQ~~" is 2-prinlar)3). 
THEOREY 3. The Riemaru-Roth Theorem, (2. A)“[:W”] E Z[+] for all z E S*,& and the 
integrality of the Pontrjagitl classes give all relations among the Pontrjagin numbers of n-dimen- 
sional oriented mant’folds (i.e. sRs" = (Bz" @ Z[+]) n H,:‘). 
The method of proof used also shows, without using spectral sequence arguments, 
that 
THEOREM 4. (a) Rg;Torsion is a polynomial ring orer Z; 
(b) Ry’“,/Torsion @ Z[+] is a poiytomiaf algebra ouer Z[+]; and 
(c) Rz’:Torsion f.s a polynom,bl ring orer 2. 
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If one makes use of the results of R’lilnor [6] on the torsion in Qz (none in Qi, 2 primary 
only in Qs*pin and Q”,“) one has that Qi is a polynomial ring over Z and Rz” @ Z[_t] = Qyi” 
@Z[+] is a polynomial algebra over Z[+]. 
It should be noted that although Rio /Torsion is a polynomial ring over Z, the same is 
not true of @“i”, Torsion. In fact, one can show that Qyin z Z + Z with a base consisting 
of the cobordism classes of HP(2), the quarternionic projective plane, and a 3-connected 
g-manifold M’ with invariants r = T = 28, (x2 - 1)“s = 28 (see Wall [8]). Then M’ + 
36HP(2) is SO-cobordant to 26CP(2) x CP(2). However, fly’” z Z with a generator N 
cobordant to 2”CP(2). Thus the square of a generator of Qyi” is divisible by 4 in Q’$“. 
This is precisely the result of the strengthened Riemann-Roth result in dimension congruent 
to 4 modulo 8. 
In $2, the algebraic structure of the objects B$ and Sz will be examined in detail. 
This will also show that the results for Spin follow from the results for SO. In $3, the alge- 
braic situation occurring for rQg and Bz will be examined for conditions under which Bi 
or (Bz” @ Z[+]) n Hi0 are polynomial rings. In S4, it will be shown that the existence of 
manifolds with certain properties would make precise the relationships between ~!i2: and 
Bz, giving the results stated above. Further, the SO case will be reduced to the II case. 
Finally, it will be shown in $5 that there exist complex manifolds as required in $4. 
The author is indebted to Professors M. F. Atiyah and C. T. C. Wall for numerous 
discussions concerning these topics, and to the National Science Foundation for financial 
support during this work. 
$2. STRUCTURE OF i3.c AND S.” 
In order to determine more precisely the nature of Bi and Sf, recall that in addition 
to its algebra structure, H*(BG, Q) has a compatible co-algebra structure, making it into 
a Hopfalgebra, i.e. there exists a comultiplication A: H*(BG, Q) --f H*(BG, Q) @ H*(BG, Q). 
it is immediate that this co-algebra structure extends to the completion H**(BG, Q) and 
defines a co-algebra structure on it also (Note: One must use the completed tensor product). 
Now consider the case G = U. Then H”(BG, Q) is the polynomial algebra on the 
Chern classes ci and the comultiplication is given by A(ci) = 1 cj @ cL. Considering the 
j+k=i 
three copies of Hzk(BCJ, Q) in A : H*(BU, Q) --) H*(BU, Q) @ H*(BU, Q) as the symmetric 
polynomials in variables (xi and vi), (Xi), and (~j) respectively, the comultiplication is 
obtained by writing a symmetric polynomial in (.ui and yj) as a sum of products of poly- 
nomials symmetric in the s’s and y’s separately. Thus the comultiplication A : H**(BU, Q) 
-+ H**(BU, Q) @ H**(BU, Q) is given formally by writing a symmetric power series in 
variables .yi and yj as an “infinite” sum of products of symmetric power series in I’S and _Y’S 
separately. 
It is immediate from this that A(ei) = c ej @ e, and that A(T) = TO T, and hence 
j+k=i 
that Sz**7‘is a subcoalgebra of H**(BU, Q). Then Si is a subring ofthe algebra H,(BU,Q). 
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When considering symmetric functions in variables t,, ., t,y, it is common to introduce 
the symmetric functions s,(t) = c t’; t:, where w = (ill . . . . i,) and the sum denotes the 
smalizst symmetric function containing the given monomial. If o = (i1, . . . . i,) is a partition 
of the integer II (i1, + ... + i, = n), with n $ N, then the expression of s,(t) as a polynomial 
in the elementary symmetric functions of the t’s is independent of N. 
For any partition w, let s,(e) and s,(c) denote the elements of H**(BU, Q) defined by 
the universal formulae (i.e. s,(e) is the s, symmetric function in the variables eXI - 1 and 
S,(C) is the s, symmetric function in the variables ,~j). 
The groups SE*. T and H**(BU, Q) are the completions of the free group on the elements 
s,(e).T and the rational vector space on the elements s,(c) respectively. The comultiplica- 
tion is given by A(s,,(e).T) = c s,.(e).T@ s,-(e).T and A&(c)) = 1 s,,(c) 
w’.w”=O w’.o”=o 
0 s,..(c), where (jl, . . . . j,).(k,, . ..) k,) = (jl, . . . . j,, h-,, . . . . k,). If one lets bi E St be dual to 
si(e). T (i.e. (s,,(e).T)(xJ = JwrCi, is 0 or 1 x w # (i) or w = (i)), and lets pi E H,(BU, Q) 
be dual to si(c), then the diagonal formulae give (s,,,(e). T)(Q.) = d,,,,., where Q,, = ‘j, . . . aj, 
if 0’ = (j,, . . . , j,) and similarly for .s,(c)(/?~,). 
Thus .Si is the integral polynomial ring on elements C(i, i = 1, 2, . . . and H*(BU, Q) is 
the rational polynomial algebra on elements pi, i = 1, 2, . . . . 
In order to explore the fashion in which S* is contained in H,(BU, Q), one wishes to 
know the relationship between the element ui and pi. For this one notes that the terms of 
least degree in x of e” - 1 and s (1 - e-“) are x and 1 respectively. Thus, in H**(BU, Q), 
s,(e) .T = s,(c) + terms of higher dimension. Thus (s,(e) 1 T)(P,), the coefficient of si(c) in 
the expression of s,(e).T in H**(BU, Q), is zero if w = (i1, . . . . i,) E n(n), (n = i, + ... + il) 
with n > i, or if n = i and o + (i), and is one if o = (i). Thus pi = ai + ZI~(CQ, . . .. u,_~), 
where 11~ is a polynomial with rational coefficients, each term of which has degree less than 
i in q 1, . ..) a,_1 (and the degree of zj isj; note that 21i s not homogeneous). 
One also has for each x E By” and for all w E n(n) that s,(c).(x) = (s,(e)-r)(x) E 2 
since By” c S,“. Since the s,(c), w E n(n), form a base of Hi”, this implies that x E H,Lb. 
Thus Bz c Hi for all m. 
One may make the same analysis of the cases G = SO and Spin, and thus obtain: 
PROPOSITION 1. The group Sz is an integral polynomial ring on classes ui, i = 1, 2, . . . . 
The group N,(BU, Q) is a rational polynomial algebra on classes pi, i = 1, 2, . . . (dim PI = 
2i, 4, 4 as G = U, SO, Spin.) The elements pi and C(j are related by equations 
pi = zi + 2li (z,, . . . . C&J 
where ui is a polynomial with rational coefficients of degree less than i in ul, . . ., ai- 1 (degree 
uj = j). Further, B,” cfff. 
From this one may reduce the Spin case to the SO case as follows. One has sC$~“’ c 
gSpin 
,;I;o,= 
Bz” c Bz” @ Z[+] and Bz” c H,f”. Then 7R~Pi” c BnSPi” c (B,f” @ Z[&]) n H,f” = 
by assumption of the SO case. Since for any oriented M, there exists a k such that 
2’. M is cobordant to a Spin manifold, rR~“/rR~pi” is 2-primary and hence ~pi”j7Q~pin is 
E 
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2-primary, giving Theorem 2. Also @““, Torsion @ Z[)] = RzO,Torsion @ Z[f] and since 
R:‘;Torsion is an integral polynomial ring, Ry’“;Torsion @ Z[$] is a polynomial algebra 
over Z[+], giving Theorem 4(b). 
93. THE ALGEBRAIC SITUATION 
Now consider the following algebraic situation: S, = Z[r,, . . .] is a polynomial subring 
over Z of a rational polynomial algebra H,(Q) = Q[/jl, . ..] with generators related by 
equations pi = CZi + lli (%,, . . . . z~_~), where lli is a polynomial with rational coefficients of 
degree less than i (degree zj =j) (ui not necessarily homogeneous) in aI, . . . . ai_l. Let 
H,(Q) denote the subset of H,(Q) of elements homogeneous of degree n in the j’s (degree 
pi = i). Let B, = S, n H,(Q) and B, = 0, B, (B, is the subring of H*(Q) consisting of 
those elements whose homogeneous components all belong to S,). Let H,(Z) denote the 
integral polynomial subrin, 0 of H*(Q) on the classes pi, and suppose that B. c H,(Z). 
Let B, = (B, OZ[j]) n H,(Z). 
For any prime p define a homomorphism pP : B, --) Z,[r,, . ..I by composing the inclu- 
sion of B, into S, with the reduction of polynomials modulo p. If p is odd, pP extends to 
B, @Z[)] and so defines a homomorphism pi : B’, + Z,[a,, ..,I. For p = 2, define a 
homomorphism pi : B; + i,[p,, . ..] by composing the inclusion of B; into H*(Z) with 
the reduction of polynomials modulo 2. 
PROPOSITION 2. If for each prime p and each integer i there exists at! element cf E Bi 
(or Bf) such that for each n the images offhe elements CC = c:, . . c( for w = (il, . . . . i,) E n(n) 
wrder pP (or pi) are linearly independent ocer Z,, then B, (or B;) is an integral polynomial 
ring. Further if A, c B, (or B;) is a subring contctining all cp then A, = B, (or B;). 
To prove this, note first that since B, (or B,:) is a subgroup of H,,(Z), it is a free group, 
and since for all x E H,,(Q) there is an integer m such that mx E B,, the rank of B, (or Bj 
is #n(n), the number of partitions of tz. 
Let a: =Ciz /I,,, w, w’ E rc(ti), i.: E Z be any base of B,, (or Bj (note: 1: E Z since 
B, c BA c H,(Z)). Applying the usual triangularization process (as for integral matrices) 
one may form from (al> a new base a, = ~,I~,I),., >.z. E Z in which A:,, = 0 if w # (n) 
($), is the greatest common divisor of the J.13). For each n, define 6, E B,, (or BJ to be any 
one of the a(,, obtained in this way. Rewriting /Ii in terms of the bi, one then has that a 
base of II,, (or B,:) is given by b, and elements a, = C&.6,,, CO, w’ E n(n), w, w’ # (n), 
P:, E Q. 
Now suppose that in dimensions less than n, B, (or B;) is the integral polynomial ring 
on the classes bi, i < n. Then in dimension n, let L be the free group generated by the a,,, 
and M the free group generated by the b,, w # (n). Since M consists entirely of decom- 
posable elements, M c L and since M and L have the same rank, the index of M in L is 
finite. 
Let p be any prime. Since B, (or B$J is the integral polynomial ring on the bi in 
dimensions less than n, cp is an integral polynomial in the b’s of degree i, so that ct: E M 
for all w # (n), w E n(n). By choice of the c,, p the elements p,(c,P) (or p;(c:)) are linearly 
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independent and hence the dimension of p,(M) (or pi(.CI)) over Z, is #n(n) - 1, which is 
thus a!ro the dimension of p,(L) or p&L)). Thus p,(M) = p,(L) (or pj(M) = p;(L)) which 
implies that the index of M in L is not divisible by p. 
This being true for all primes p, M = L. Thus B, (or B:) has a base consisting of the 
b,,, 0 E n(n). Thus B, (or B,) is the integral polynomial ring on the b’s in dimensions less 
thannf I. 
By induction, B, (or B;) is an integral polynomial ring. 
To show that A, = B, (or B;), one has for any n that ,-I’, c B, (or B;) is a free group 
containing all c,P, LL) E n(n). Letting p be any prime, p&,4,) (or p;(A,)) contains the p&c;) 
(or p;(c$) and hence has dimension over Z, at least #n(n). However, p&A,) c p,(B,) (or 
p;(A,,) c p;(BJ) so the dimension of p&A,) (or pi(&)) is precisely #n(n) and p,(A,) = 
p,(B,) (or p&4,) = pJB3). Thus the rank of A, is #x(n) and the index of A, in B,, (or B;) 
is not divisible by p. Thus A, = B, (or B,J. 
%4. MANIFOLDS 
Let M” be an almost complex (or oriented) manifold of (real) dimension n. As noted 
in $1, the integrality conditions of the Riemann-Roth Theorem imply that the cobordism 
class of M determines an element r(M) of Bf (or BAso = (Bz” @ Z[+]) n Hi”). Letting 
ri E Sz denote the dual of s,(e).T (or si(e).A) and pi E H,(BG, Q) the dual of s;(c) (or 
si(/l)) one then has defined for each prime p an element p&r(M)) E Z,[r,, . ..I (or P;(T(/kf)) 
E Z,[cc,, . ..I for p odd, and p;(s(M)) E Z,[jA, . ..I). 
If P EZ&,, . ..I is any polynomial in variables yi, P will be said to have largest mono- 
mial yi, . . . yi, if 
(1) the coefficient of yi, . yi, in P is non-zero, and 
(2) if the coefficient of yj, . . . ‘/j, is non-zero, with yj, . yj, # yi, . . . yi,, then either 
(a) jl + ... + j, < i, + ... + i,, or 
(b) ji + ... + jS = ii +... + i, and s > r. 
(Note: A polynomial need not have a largest monomial). 
If P, Q E Z,[y,, .] have largest monomials y,,, and yO,, then P. Q has largest monomial 
7, .q JO/ = yU.w,. If Pi E Z,[‘J,, . ..I. i = 1, . . . . n are polynomials having distinct largest 
monomials, then the polynomials {Pi} are linearly independent over Z,. 
In $5, it will be shown that: 
PROPOSITION 3. There exist complex manifolds A4/ (dim M,!” = 2;) for all primes p and 
a/l integers i such that p,(r(MP)) haslargestmonomial xi if i + 1 # pS for any s or (ups - I_ 1>p 
lyi $ 1 =p’for some s. 
In this section, it will be shown that Proposition 3 implies: 
PROPOSITION 4. There exist oriented manifolds N[ (dim IV,! = 4i) for all primes p and 
ail integers i such that pJr(N:)) has largest monomialui if2i + 1 # p’for any s or 
if2i + I = pS for some s, ifp is odd, and has largest monomial /Ii ifp = 2. 
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If 0 = (il, . . . . i,), let M,P = Miq x ... X ;bf[. Then p,(T(fl/l,p)) = &(T(ibfiq)) . . . p,(r(M[)) 
It is then obvious that {p,(r(M~))), w E n(n) have distinct largest monomials and hence are 
linearly independent. Applying Proposition 2 with cp = r(M,P) (or T(X,!')) one obtains 
(a) rng = Bg is an integral polynomial ring, and 
(b) T@'= B;S" = (Bi" @I Z[+]) n Hz0 is an integral polynomial ring. 
This, together with the previous reduction of the Spin case to the SO case gives all the 
results of $1. 
The remainder of this section will be devoted to proving that Proposition 3 implies 
Proposition 4. 
LEMMA 1. Let M be an almost complex manifold of real dimension 4n, ad suppose 
p,(r(kf)) has largest f?iOix?n?id n,,(2(i,, . . i,) = (2i,, . . . . 2i,)) u,ith o E x(m), m 2 n - 
(p - 1),2. Then considering ill as an oriented manifold, p6(r(hf)) has largest monomial a, 
(ifp is odd) or /?,, (fp = 2). 
Taking M to be MTi, the largest monomial has the form given in the lemma, and by the 
lemma, one may let IV: = MZpi. (Note: Forp = 2 , 2i +- 1 is never of the form 2”. Forp = 2, 
the manifold MI’, will be CP(2i) and the result modulo 2 is the assertion that the matrix 
il%_!(/MCP(2e01 II 7 w, w’ E n(n), has odd determinant. This is thewell-known result that there 
are no relations modulo 2, hence module 2’, among the Pontrjagin numbers of oriented 
manifolds; see [5,9].) 
To prove the lemma, consider first the case m = II (if p = 2, nz 2 II - + so m = n). 
Then for any LU’ E n(n), 201’ E n(2n), and as previously noted the components of least 
dimension of s,.(e). a and s2,“.(e).T are sJi/) and s?,,(c) which have dimension 4n. Letting 
the total Chern class of M be n(l + sj), dim sj = 2, the total Pontrjagin class of M is 
n(l + xy2j). Then s’,.(c) = Z.X:~~ . . x,‘lr = s&6) if w’ = (iI, . . . . i,). Thus s,,(e).A[M] 
= s,(/c)[ M] = slm(c)[ M] = sl,.(e) . T[M] f or all U’ E: n(n). This gives the desired relations 
between the largest monomials in p,(s(M)) and pi(r(M)). 
If n > m 2 n - (p - 1)/2, and hence p is odd, then all Chern numbers of Mare divisible 
by p, and by the above, all Pontrjagin numbers of IM are divisible by p. Let n > r 2 n - 
(p - 1)/2. It will be shown that for w’ E T(T), the 4/r-dimensional component of s,.(e). A 
- sz,,(e).T has the form ~Oi.c,, where I. E ir(2n) and 0, is a rational number with denom- 
inator prime to p. Then since c,[M] E 0 (modulo p), s,.(e).a[M] = s&e).T[M] when 
reduced module p. This gives the desired relations between the largest monomials of 
p,(r(W) and p$r(bI)). 
Since Pontrjagin classes are polynomials in the Chern classes, all components of 
s,.(e).A - s,,.(e).T have the form zO,c,, 0, E Q. The problem is to show that denom- 
inators involving the prime p do not occur in the range II > r 2 n - (p - 1)/2. 
Writing the total Chern class as n(l + xi), the total Pontrjagin class is n(l + x3. 
Then 
2 = I-I(~~~~;:,~) = n(,,,I T;_xj,2) = e-c1i2$-+) =e-“‘T 
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where cr = x:-rj is the first Chern class. Also ~‘1 + e-.‘l - 2 = (e”~, ’ - eWXj, ‘)I = eKXJ(tiJ - I)‘. 
Thus, if w’ = (iI, . . . . i,) 
s, (e),J = ~(~-i,.r,...-i~.~'-c'!' 
u' 
)($I _ I)2ff ,,,(@* _ l)zt*. T, 
and 
sloV(e)T = Eir”’ - 1)“’ ,., (e-r, _ I)“~. T, 
SO 
/ s”,,(e)‘_q _ s,,,(e)T = (~(p-il.r~...-i~.r~-cl:z _ ,,.fi (e.‘* _ /)2’” 
I 
1.n (&). 
1 .K _ 1 _ ‘7 (-*KY \ + ‘f (-,K)j 
~ -... 
1 - e-.x \r(j+ I)!\ I, (j+ l)! 1 ’ 
P- 1 
= I +(-1)“9 
1' ! 
+ terms of greater degree and 
terms with no factor of p in 
the denominator. 
Thus s,,.(e)2 - sz,,,(e)T is 
z 
t 
--i,s, ... _j,,,_+;;l . .._ K:L[, +;i(i’i ,...- y;+$2i&-l 
+ (- l)“(X X- ‘)) + terms of greater degree and 
terms with no factor of p in 
the denominator]. 
Since i, + ... + i,x = r 2 n - (p - 1)!2, and dim .vj = 2, the dimension of the least term 
having any factor of p in the denominator is 2(1 + 2r + p - 1) 2 2(1 + 2n - (p - 1) + 
(p - 1)) = 4n f 2. 
$5. EXA.kIPLES OF COMPLEX hlAh’IFOLDS 
The object of this section is to prove: 
PROPOSITION 3. There exist complex manifolds Mp (dim IL/P = 2i) for all primes p and 
all integers isuch thatp,(r(M,!‘))haslargestmonominl zi ifi + 1 # p’fornnysor(r,,-!_, - I)’ 
if i + 1 = p’for some s. 
For the case i + 1 # p’, one must show that there exist complex manifolds J/p for 
which (s,(e)-T)[M,!] = si(c)[M/‘J is not congruent to zero modulo p. Manifolds having these 
properties are well known (see [6]). 
Specifically the complex projective space G’(n) has total Chern class (1 + s()“+‘, 
r E P(CP(n), Z), cP+l = 0. Thus s,(c)[CP(n)] = n + 1. Hence if i + 1 + 0 (modulo p), 
one may take N/’ = CP(i). 
Then consider the submanifold H, n c CP(m) x CP(n) dual to CI + b, where 
CI E H’(CP(m), 2) and b E H’(CP(n), Z) are generators. The normal bundle of H,,,. in 
CP(m) x CP(n) has total Chern class equal to the restriction to H,,,,, of 1 + (a + b). Thus 
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the total Chern class of kf,,, n is the restriction to H,,, n of (1 + u)~+‘( 1 + b)“+ r( 1 i a + 6)-l. 
Form, n 2 2, s,+,_r(c) of A,,,,,, is then -(a + /I)~.“‘~‘. The value of this on the fundamental 
homology class of H,,,., is the value of -(a + b)m’n on the fundamental class of G’(m) x 
CP(n). Hence s ,,,+n_l(c)(H,J = -(nzn). If i + 1 s 0 (modulop), i + 1 fp’, then i + 1 
= p’(pu + c) with r > 0 and 0 < L’ < p. If II = 0, ~1 > 1 and letting M/ = HP,,T(o_,J, 
Si(C)[Mf] = - $; 
i 1 ,$ O(p). If ~1 > 0, letting Mf = ffprU.pr. ,“, 
* 0 (P). 
si(c)[Mp] = - (“‘(“dr: r)) 
It remains to construct manifolds for the cases i + I = p’. First consider i + 1 = p. 
LEMMA 2. Let w = (1, . . . . 1, 2, . . . . 2, . . . . r, . . . . r) h?th ki copies of the integer i, let 
m = xiki (w E n(m)). Then 
sw(e)TCCP(‘*)l = k,! ... k,!(,* + 1 _ 
To see this, note that the total Chern class of CP(n) is (1 + r)“+‘, z E H’(CP(n), Z)? 
z “+I = 0. Then s,(e) is the S, symmetric function of (n + I) variables, all being equal to 
e’ - 1. Thus 
s,(e) = 
(II + l)! 
k,! . . . k,!(n + 1 - k, - ... - k,)! 
(e’- 1)“. 
Also 
Then (s,,(e)) ’ IJCP(n)] is 
(n+l)! 
k,! . ..k.!(n + 1 -k, 1.. - k?)! 
. Then 




=- 2ni (1 _ erZ)“-_+ L dz, 
:=o 
(n+ l)! 
‘aking n =’ - I’ k,!...k,! (n + 1 -k, . . . -k,)! 
is congruent to zero modulop, 
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unless all of the X-; are zero. Thus (s,.,(e).T)[CP(p - I)] z 0 (mod p) unless (L) = (0) and 
(s,(e).7’)[CP(/1 - l)] = r[CP(p - I)] = (p!_!)iP 0 ‘) = I. For s = I. p’-’ - I = 0 and 
rg = z0 = I, so that OIIC may choose :\/,P_, to be CP(p - I). 
There remains for consideration only the case i = I + p’+’ with s > 0. 
Let p and s > 0 be fixed and consider the submanifold H c CP(p’) x ... x CP(p”) 
(p factors) dual to (I~ -I- .‘. + nP, where lrj E H’(CP(p’), Z) denotes the _eenerator of the 
cohomology of thej-th factor. It will be shown that one may take ,W/’ = H if i + 1 = p’+‘. 
The normal bundle r of H in C’~(P’)~ has total Chern class equal to the restriction to 
Hof 1 +a, +... +a,,. The total Chern class of H is then the restriction to H of (I + u,)~‘+’ 
. ..(I + Q++ (1 + 0, +... + “J’. 
Since v is a line bundle, s,(e)(r) = 0 unless UJ = (j) for some integer j. Also sj(e)(\l) 
(,n,+~..T(lp _ I)‘, so ~~(e)(~).s,(e)(r) = sj+l(e)(L!). Letting T denote the tangent bundle to 
i, one has for any o, s,.,(e)(r @ v) = c s,‘(e)(r).s,,“(e)(v). Lf OJ = (i,, . . . . i,), this equation 
becomes IU’D,” = i,, 
S,,(e)(r) = S,,,(e)(r 0 I’) - C S‘(i ,,..., I,,.... j,)(e)(r) . si,Ce)(uJ, 
where the sum is over the distinct integers ii. Iterating this procedure, 
S,.,(e)(r) = S,(d(T @ V) + x 111 ,,,,..j,.yc,.(f)(T @ b') sj(e)(l') 
where IYZ(,.,~, EZ, w’ is a partition whose entries are a proper subset of those of w and 
i + Iw’l = 14, (w E n(ltol)). 
Now any term [s,,,‘(e)(r @ v) .sj(e)(v)7J- ‘W+‘-‘) is a symmetric function in a,, . . . . flp 
and so is expressible as a;‘), and the value of this on the fundamental 
j= I 
homology class of H is/lz. Thus if r has no factor of!> in its denominator, the corresponding 
number of H contributes zero when reduced module p. 
Now any element s,:(e)(r @ ~)s~(e)(~)7- is a sum with integral coefficients of expressions 
where k, +... + X-, =jo’l and (0’ refines (/i,, . . . . lip). (Note: The total Chern class of 
T 0 v is fi (1 + nJ,“‘). 
k=l 




I - e-” 
= 1+ (-$- 
P! 
+ terms of higher degree and terms in which p does not 
occur in the denominator. 
Thus 
l@+)“‘+’ = 1 + (- 1)qp’ + I) 
(up-’ + “. + a-l) 
P! 
+ terms 
of higher degree and terms with no p in the denominator. 
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Similarly 
1 _ e-ln,r...rapi 
01 + ... + clp 
= 1 + (_l)P-l (01 f “’ + %JP-i + terms 
P! 
of higher degree and terms with no p in the denominator, and (e’ - I)’ = ~‘(1 + ‘xp-’ -i 
P! 
terms of higher degree and terms with no p in the denominator). 
Thus, the expression I given above is 
n:l . . Q(0i + ... +a,)’ 
i 
+ n&J-’ 
+ (_ 1)P (8 + l) (&- 1 + ... + a;-‘) + (- 1y-’ (a, + ... + ap)“-’ 
P! P! 
f terms of higher degree and terms having 
no factor of p in the denominator). 
Now let (L) ET[(~), n > pS+’ - p. Then every espression I occurring in s,(e)(r). T has 
k,+...+k,+j=n>p”+’ -p. Thus dim(at’ . . . a?(q + ... + a,)‘) = 2n and terms of 
dimension complementary to 2n (with respect to 2(pS+i - 1) = dim H) have degree less 
thanp - 1 in the aj. Thus no denominators having a factor ofpoccurin [s,(e)(r).T]2(P’t’-‘). 
Hence (s,,,(e). T)[H] z 0 module p if o E n(n), n > ps+l - p. 
If 0 E 7r(pSf’ - p), then every expression I occurring in s,(e)(r). T has k, + ... + k, +j 
=P “I -p, and the complementary terms are those of degree precisely p - 1 in the CI’S. 
Now the value of I on the fundamental cycle of H is obtained by multiplying I by 
“i + ... + up and evaluating on the fundamental cycle of CP(JP)~, i.e. taking the coefficient 
of af’ a,““. Thus 
I[H] = & ’ ( !$ f(e+ _ l)b.(e:t+.~~+=p _ l)j(l _ e-(:,+...+~P)) dzl ...dzp r=l rJJ() - ,--gp*+ 1’
One has 
& (e= _ l>k e(jem)= & 
27-tL 
(I _ e-~)~=+ 1 LL~+ ‘(1 _ LL)i-m+k+L ’ 
- em’>, 
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(Note: j - m 1 - 1. k 2 0, the binomial expansion being valid for j - m + k 2 0. How- 
ever, j - m = - 1. X- = 0 gives (“‘_i’) = 0 and the integral is also zero). 
Thus 
Returning now to the case w E ~i(p’+’ - p), any s,,(e)(r). T is a sum of an integral num- 
ber of copies of the expressions I, \vith k, + ... + k, + j = p’+’ - p. If the kj are not all 
equal in Z, then since s,,(e)(r).T is symmetric in CI,, . . . . CI~, s,,(e)(s).T contains among the 
expressions I which represent it an integral number of copies of the minimal symmetric 
function in the a’s Lvhich contains f. The number of terms in this symmetric function 
containing I is divisible byp (The number of terms being p!, u~!u~ ! . ., where ‘lj is the number 
of /L’s equal to j). The terms all contribute the same value on the fundamental class of H, 
and by the previous computation, this value, Z[H] is integral. Thus the only Z’s occurring 
in (s,(e).T) which can contribute a non-zero value modp are those for which one has 
x_, III /<, = . = h_ P’ 
If k, = ... = k, > 0, and j > 0 then any (s,(e).r) having 1 with non-zero coefficient, 
w = (il, . . . . i,), must have r > p. Since the object of this section is to show that p&s(H)) has 
largest monomial $,._ ,, and having already shown that p&r(H)) has degree 5 p’+‘- p, it is 
not necessary to evaluate (s,,(e).T)[H] if 0 = (it, . . . . i,) with r > p. Thus one need only 
consider the expressions I with j = 0 or k, = ... = k, = 0. 
If lil = ... = /cP = 0, the expression I occurring in s,,(e)(r).T for CC) E n(psC‘ -p) must 
have j = p”’ ’ - p. Thus 
t+ 1 
[p+- I) = (a, f “’ + o,)~“‘-p \p 
I 
- qa, + “’ + a&p- 
P! 
+ (- l)P 
(P’ -I- 1) --+;-l+ . +n,P-l)+(_I)P-l(~I +-.+%)P-L 
P! 
+ terms with no p in the denominator). 
Since (p’+’ - p);‘p! has no factor ofp in the denominator, the first term also may be elimin- 
ated from further consideration. Multiplying by (n, + ... + a,,) and seeking the coefficient 
of 07 . . np” , one has 
(0, + + a,)p”+‘+l-P(a;-’ + + [{ ;-I, = pa ‘;-‘(LIL + ...Clp)P’r’-P+‘, 
and 





x ,y-,+1 (n, i ... + ap)pS+‘-~, 
=p p’+‘-p+l 
i 
ps _ p + I )yjyl; kqp... Npp: 
“+‘(a1 + .‘. + oy = (a1 + ... + opy+*, 
(P;l)jj~y+~p’kp’)4 . . . 4. 
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Thus 





a, b E Z, b f O(p), 
(mod p). 
Thus 
f[H] = {(- 1)P. I.1 + (- Iy-‘(- I)P”_‘) +$, 
If p is odd, (- lip + (- lp’-’ ( - I)p’- ’ = 0, so I[H] = pn’.6’, a’, 6’ E Z, b’ f O(p), 
and since I[H] EZ, Z[H] - 0 (modp). If p = 2, (- 1)” + (- l)p-‘(- l)p’-’ = 2 and f[H] 
= 2a”lb”, a”, b”, E Z, 6” $0(2), and since I[H] E Z, I[H] s 0 (mod p). 
if j = 0, k, = ... = kP, and the expression I occurs in s,,(e)(r).7’, IO E n(psi’ -p), 
then k, = . . . = k, =p’ - 1, and letting w = (i,, . . . . i,), r 2 p, with r = p only if i, = ... = i, 
= ps - 1. Thus, one need only evaluate 
[~~,~-~....,,~-,,(e>(~)~~lCHl = [s,,-I....,,~-,,(e)(TO v,.-UCHI (mod P), 
= (p” + I)“1 (mod P), 
whereIhask,=..‘=k,= /I\’ - I, j = 0. By the previous computations, 
1 =,,~o(~j(-l~(p~;n,,,,jp, 
= (/: ljp+w(~~;jp, 
= $P - (p” - I)“, 
E 1 (mod P>. 
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